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ABSTRACT..
The etiology of motion sickness is now usually explained in terms of a
qualitatively formulated "sensory conflict" hypothesis. By consideration of
the information processing task faced by the central nervous system in esti-
mating body spatial orientation and in controlling active body movement using
an "internal model" referenced control strategy, a mathematical model for
sensory conflict generation is developed. The model incorporates and extends
models proposed by von Holst, Held, and Reason, and is congruent with multi-
sensory models for spatial orientation developed by Young and coworkers. The
mode-'. postulates a major dynamic functional role for sensory conflict signals
in movement control, as well as in sensory-motor adaptation. It accounts for
the role of active movement in creating motion sickness symptoms in some experi-
mental circumstances, and in alleviating them in others. The relationship between
motion sickness produced by "sensory rearrangement" and that resulting from
external motion disturbances is explicitly defined. A nonlinear conflict
averaging model is proposed which describes dynamic aspects of experimentally
observed subjective discomfort sensation, and suggests resulting behaviors.
The model admits several possibilities fcr adaptive mechanisms which do not
involve internal model updating. Further systematic efforts to experimentally
refine and validate the model are indicated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Almost everyone has suffered from motion sickness on occasion when
.	
travelling as a passenger in an auto, ship, or aircraft. Motion sickness
has a significant incidence in military and space operations, and is common
in otologic disease. " century ago, Irwin (1881) noted that vestibular and
visual sensory cues can play an important role in producing the disorder.
Uowever, despite the ubiquity of motion sickness in modern society, and
extensive research efforts (reviewed by Tyler and Bard, 1949; Chinn and Smith,
1955; Money, 1970; Reason and Brand, 1975; and Graybiel, 1975), the physiology
I
underlying the syndrome has not yet been particularly well defined. As a con-
sequence, the etiology of motion sickness is still explained primarily in
psychophysical terms.
Claremont (1931) observed that motion sickness symptoms result whenever
visual and vestibular sensory cuc n deviate from normal patterns established
in everyday life. He was the first to suggest that the etiological roll played
by sensory conflict was comprehensive l , although he did not speculate on the
physiological mechanisms involved. The basic conflict notion has become known
as the "sensory conflict" hypothesis, and has since been refired and extended
by numerous authors, including Lansberg (1960), Steele (1963, 1968), Guedry
(1965a, 1 1968, 1978), Gillingham (1966), and Melvill Jones (1974). Reason
(1969, 1977, 1978) has reviewed the known etiological factore and proposed a
formal conceptual model for sensory conflict generation. Reason's model is
Irwin (1881) had noted that 'Y scord between the immediate or true visual
impressions and a certain visual habit" may produce "visual vertigo" in sea-
sickness. But he argued that the primary cause of seasickness is "irritative
hyperaemia of the semicircular canals", coupled with "motion of the viscera
in the abdomen".
1now generally regarded as one of the most comprehensive available, particularly
because it draws on the more physiological "Reafference Principle" of von Holst
(1954) and the models and experiments of Held and coworkers describing adaptation
•	 to "sensory rearrangement" (Held, 1961 Held et al., 1961, 1963; Hein and Held,
1962).
In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in the study of
the vestibular and visual mechanisms responsible for spatial orientation
(reviewed by Goldberg and Fernandez, 1975; Dichgans and 3randt, 1978), and in
the development of quantitative mathematical models for both the end-organs
themselves and the central processing associated with orientation perception
and compensatory eye movements (reviewed by Henn et al., 1980). Young (1970)
proposed that the central nervous system (CNS) may function in a manner
analogous to some advanced flight control systems by blending information	 It
furnished by several sensory modalities together into an optimal "estimate"
of spatial orientation, taking into account knowledge of body and sense organ
dynamics, and inherent "noise" characteristics. Baron and Kleinman (1968) and
Kleinman et al. (1970) had shown that the mathematics of optimal control
engineering could be employed to model the closed loop behavior of a human
operator performing a manual control task. Adopting Young's suggestion, Curry et
al. (1976) extended Kleinman's optimal control approach by including vestibular
models in the analysis of effects of motion cues in flight simulator manual
control. In a separate study, Borah et al. (1978) demonstrated that a linearized
model for visual/vestibular interaction based on an o ptimal estimation techniaue
(Kalman and Bucy, 1961) produced results consonant with a variety of experi-
mental data.
In his 1970 paper, Young noted that cue conflict resolution appears to
play an important role in determining the interaction between visual and
vestibular motion cues apparent in experimental data. He proposed a preliminary
nonlinear model, which was later formalized and evaluated by Zacharias (1977).
Borah et al. (1978) suggested a nonlinear It 	 conflict" modification of their
linear "optimal estimation" model. However, these models were not formulated
to specifically address motion sickness or sensory-motor adaptation questions.
Also, the sensory conflict conceptwas not represented in thes? models in the
same sense that Reason (1978) has used the term.
The objective of the present effort is to develop a mathematical model for
conflict generation in motion sickness which effectively reconciles the more
qualitative Neural Mismatch model of Reason and the associated concepts of von
Holst and Held with the control engineering viewpoint defined by Young and
coworkers. The paper also attempts to address a second, historically somewhat
neglected question: 'What is the dynamic relationship between the time course of
symptoms and the putative "sensory conflict" stimulus? The resulting model described
here in detail, has been presented earlier in preliminary form (Oman, 1978; Oman and
Young, 1979). The development of a mathematical representation of the conflict
theory for motion sickness may lay some useful groundwork permitting a funda-
mentally quantitative, systems engineering approach to the motion sickness problem.
A modelling oriented systems approach has also been advocated by Riedel (1980).
This monograph is organized into five sections. Themes from the writings
of von Hoist, Held, and Reason are fundamental to the model concept. The next
section, therefore, provides a brief review. The following two sections develop an
explicit analytical formulation for the sensory conflict notion, a framework for viewing
sensory-motor function and adaptation in the context of body movement control, and a
preliminary model for the dynamics of subjective discomfort. 	 A final section
4reviews the overall model structure and summarizes some of the major conclusions
reached. A working knowledge of linear differential equations and 	 elementary
concepts of vector mathematics and linear algebra is assumed. However, famili-
arity with modern control theory is not required.
.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 The Moi els of von Holst and Held
Von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950) asked how it is that the central nervous
system (CNS) is apparently able to distinguish changes in visual input resulting
from commanded body movements from those associated with movement of the entire
visual environment. They noted that sensory information ("afference") intrin-
sically originates from two different sources: muscular activity (producing
it 
re-afference") and external factors independent of self-movement (producing
"ex-afference"). As shown schematically in Figure 1, von Holst (1954) proposed
that motor outflow ("efference")
leaves an 'image' of itself somewhere in the CNS, to which
the re-afference of this movement compares as the negative of
a photograph compares to the print; so that, when su•-erimposed,
the image disappears. A motor impulse, a "command" from a higher
centre causes a specific activation in a lower centre, which...
(gives) rise to a speci=ic efference to the effector (i.e. a
muscle, a joint, or the whole organism). This central stimulus...
the "image" of the efference, may be called "efference copy".
The effector, activated by the efference, produces a re-afference
which returns to the lower centre, nullifying the efference copy
by superposition.
Von Holst's papers  inspired numerous experiments, as well as further theoretical
elaboration by physiologists concerned with motor control and perception (reviewed
by Evarts (191) and Teuber (1960)). MacKay (1973) objected to von Holst's can-
cellation notion on the grounds that what one "sees" cannot be just determined by visual
input as stabilized by subtraction of an a
,),)ror)riate signal, since for perfect
2Von Holst and Mittelstaedt termed this basic concept the "Reafference Principle".
Somewhat similar hypotheses were proposed by von Uexkull (1926) and Sperry (1950),
although von Holst's contribution has perhaps become more widely known.
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stability, the efference copy generating element would have to know the oculomotor
transfer function to better than a tenth of a percent, -hich seems unlikely.
Instead, McKay argued that visual perception was determined by an "internal"
representation " of t'.,e visual world, and that incoming visual information was evalu-
ated "in the light of what the motor system is about", and used to correct the in-
ternal visual representation. The internal "map" of the visual world is no orally
assumed correct, until sufficient new evidence is received to the contrary.
A central issue in neurobiology is the question of how a fully developed sensory
motor system which normally receives correlated sensory input from several sensory
modalities adapts to a change in sensory information produced by environmental vari-
i
a'-ion or sensory/motor pathology. As shown by Stratton (1897), Kohler (1965) and
others, when human subjects wear optics which invert or reverse their vision, spatial
orientation is severely impaired, the "seen" world moves during head movements, and
motion sickness is commonly reported. However, after several days (to weeks) of
exposure, subjective visual normalcy and coordinated movement are gradually restored.
Held and co-workers (Held et al., 1961-1963; Hein and Held, 1962) demonstrated the
importance of active movement by the subject in the adaptation process. Held (1961)
proposed a modification of von do lst's scheme to account for his findings. He implicitly
recognized that the postulated "efference" and "efference copy" signals are intrisically
of different dimensions. The former is a set of motor command signals and the latter
an ensemble matched to the sensory input. Von Holst had not addressed in any detail
the question of how the CNS generated the appropriate efference copy "image" of the
efferent signal, properly matched in a spatio-temporal sense with the anticipated
re-afferent input. Held proposed a hypothetical structural element shown in Figure 2,
called "Correlation Storage". He wrote that:
Instead of assuming a summation between monitored .
 efferent and
re-afferent signals, we assume that the re-afferent signal is
	 !'
compared (in the Comparator) with a signal selected from the
	 +
Correlation Storage by the monitored efferent signal. fhe
Correlation Storage acts as a kind of memory which retains
traces of previous combinations of concurrent efferent and re-
afferent signals. The currently monitored efferent signal is
	 i
presumed to select t!.e trace combination containing the identical
efferent part, r.nd to activate the re-afferent trace combined with it.
The resulting revived re-afferent signal is sent to the Comparator for
comparison with the current re-afferent signal. The outcome of this
comparison determines further performance.
The term "sensory rearrangement" was coined by Held to describe experimental
situations in which the reafferent stimulus to one or more sense organs is systematically
distorted.
Evidence for progressive adaptation to rearrangement (of sensory
cues) •itnplles that the selection from storage by the currently monitored
efferent signal trust be weighted by recency of trace combinations when
alternatives are .available. Thus, for example, :.f the conditions that
make for typical conbinations of signals are systematically changed, as
tht are by rearrangement, then new combinations will be stored.
Whether active movement by the subject was a necessary, or merely sufficient 	 I
condition for adaptation remains the subject of some debate (e.g. Weinstein et al.,
1964; Gyr et al., 1979). Nonetheless, Held's experiments attracted considerable
interest. Guedry (1965a) noted that human subjects living in the slowly rotating
room at Pensacola experienced a vestibular form 6f sensory rearrangement quite
analogous to the visual rearrangements employed by Held, since systematic alteration
of semicircular canal sensory input resulted from movements of the head. Motion
sickness in the rotating room diminished as a stimulus specific form of habituation
was acquired.
2.2 Reason's "Neural Mismatch" Model for Motion Sickness
Reason (1969, 1977, 1978) proposed that Held's Correlation Storage concept
could form the basis of a formal psychophysical model for conflict generation
and adaptat on in motion sickness. In effect, he extended Claremont's hypothesis
(that sensory conflict played a comprehensive role in motion sickness etiology) by
defining the output of Held's "Comparator" to be a putative internal "neural mismatch"
signal which triggered the production of symptoms. Reason (1978) reviewed the
known forms of motion sickness, and argued that
all situations which provoke motion sickness are cnaracterized by
a condition of sensory rearrangement in which the motion signals
transmitted by the eyes, the vestibular system, and the nonvestibular
proprioceptors are at variance with one another, and hence with
what is expected on the basis of previous transactions with the
spatial environment.
Reason noted that most earlier statements of the conflict theory had defined
sensory conflict as an incompatibility implicitly existing simultaneously between
normally functionally correlated oensory inputs (e.g. visual-vestibular; canal-
otolith conflicts). He emphasized that
the nauseogenic conflict is between the present sensory information
and that retained from the immediate past, or what Held called "exposure
history". That the conflict existing within the present patte-n of
sensory inputs is by itself Insufficient to cause motion sickness is
evident from the ...	 observation that continued interaction with
the nauseoginic stimulus results in the eventual disappearance of
symptoms, ev.n though the incongruity between the various sources of
spatial information remains. It is this crucial temporal comparison
between present and past patterns of spatial stimulation that provides
the necessary explanatory link between the sensory rearrangement notion
and protective adaptation.
Following Held, Reason (1978) postulated two hypothetical structural components
Fig. 30: The first was a CNS neural memory unit ("Neural Store") that iatains
the essential characteristics of previously encountered sensory environments by
storing previously experienced efferent/reafferent"trace pairs: The second was
a comparator unit which subtracts reafferent information selected from the neural
store from information currently being signalled by the spatial senses. During
an active body movement, efference is transmitted to the Neural Store where a
rapid search is made for the reafferent trace usually associated with the efferent
command. The selected trace is sent to the comparator. On Initial exposure to
rearranged sensory conditions, the reafferent traces in the neural store - "topped
off with traces of the previously typical environment--are markedly differen t_ from
the incoming sensory inputs". The discrepancy is detected by the comparator unit,
which sends a misnatch sign.il along reflex pathways responsible for the production
of motion sickness symptoms. The severity of symptoms is assumed proportional to
the neural mismatch in any one sensory channel, and the number of discrepant
channels, a.' inverszAy proportional to the degree of "consolidation": The number
L.
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of times the subject has recently been exposed to the particular efferent/re-
?,	 afferent trace combination. With continued exposure to the rearranged environment,
the contents of the Neural Store are updated and consolidated. The Neural Store
is iteratively searched until there is a satisfactory match between the current 	 1
afferent sigral and that retrieved from the Neural Store. Eventually adaptation
i
Is complete and no mismatch is found. When the adapted individual is returned to
his original environment, a readaptation process occurs, although over a shorter
timesc,.le than adaptation to a novel environment, because relatively highly con-
solidated traces from the original environment remain in the Neural Store. To
account for gradual adaptation to passive movement, Reason modified Held's
basic scheme by postulating that storage, retrieval, and consolidation of afferent
traces can take place in the Neural Store even in the absence of an appropriate
efferent trace "label", albeit perhaps more slowly than during active movement.
2.3 Shortcomines of Current Thec
Reason's neural mismatch model was a significant advance in that it provided
a conceptual framework linking what otherwise might appear etiologically different
forms of motion sickness, and because it emphasized the relationship between pre-
vious research on adaptation to nauseogenic stimuli and to various forms of sen-
sory rearrangement.
Although Reason's model has been widely employed to describe motion sickness,
the conflict hypothesis cannot yet be regarded as an established theory. A number
of objections and drawbacks can be identified. For example, Guedry (1968) has
observed that there appear to be "several forms o vestibular stimulation that
produce motion sickness witr-- obvious intr.alabyrinthine conflict or intermodality
conflict". It is not clear that the "sensory rearrangement" notion can be usefully
employed to des •.tibe certain potent nauseogenic stimuli, such as passive vertical
It
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linear acceleration of r subject at low frequency in the dark. Also, while
Held's Correlation Storage concept readily accounts for stimulus specific adap-
tation, ad riitional hypotheses seem to be needed to account for the transfer of
generalized adaptation from one nauseogenic situation to anothe r
 observed by
Graybiel and Knepton (1968) and Graybiel et ai. (1968). A third drawback fre-
quently mentioned (e.g. Parker and Money, 1978) is the limited practical value
of the conflict model 'n its present form. It is currently impossible to predict
exactly who will become sick in a given situation, and how fast the afflicted will
adapt. Also, there is the question of the time course of symptoms. The existing
model describes conflict generation and adaptation, but lacks elements which
characterize how the various symptoms wax and wane in response to conflict.
Other objections frequently voiced to the conflict hypothesis are that the
theory does not really "explain" why it is that individuals who lack vestibular 	 t
function cannot be made motion sick (James, 1882; Graybiel, 1965), or why the
nervous system should go to such elaborate lengths to compute sensory conflict.
Electrophysiological evidence for the existence of conflict neurons as implied by
the theory is presently lacking. Von Holst's original explanation that a cancelling
signal is necessary in order to assure :-,tability of visual perception fails to
meet the objections of MacKay, discussed earlier. In his model, Reason notes
only that the conflict signal "may initiate further motor activity", and "can
be transmitted to a higher centre, where it can give rise to an-illusory per-
ception". Why it is that sensory conflict should trigger emesis remains the
subject of ecnsiderable speculatirn. Tre explanation suggested by Claremont
(1931) and recently reconsidered by Triesman (1977) was that conflict mechanisms
act as an alarm signal to trigger vomiting thus conferring protection against
ingested toxins. However, many find such an evolutionary explanation uncon-
vincing.
} '	 Given these deficiencies, it was deemed appropriate to reexAmine the
•,	 conflict hypothesis for motion sickness, and attempt a quantitative restate--
went with modifications aimed at meeting the objections described above, and
also to attempt to bring tho theory into some congruence with existing models of
•	 spatial orientation perception, such as those formulated by Young and coworkers.
One obstacle to such a restatement is that the Correlation Storage/Neural Store
concept does not lend itself to a concise analytical formulation. In the Held
and Reason models, the nature of the "neural trace" was only intuitively defined.
How should a "t.rac ,!" be represented analytically? If it is the neural memory
of the time history of a previously experienced afferent or afferent sign!,
mast it have a beginning and an end? If so, what determines the duration of
this epoch? Does this imply that the processing of sensory and mutor signa.—;
is somehow temporally discontinuous? Are there more tractable, but functionally
equivAlrnt ways of representing the Neural Store than as a dictionary con-
taining sequences of matched motor command and reafference time histories?
13
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3. SPATIAL ORIENTATION ESTIMATION AND CONTROL OF BODY MOVEMENT
In seeking a better understanding of motion sickness etiology, several
pieces of circumstantial evidence may cause one to reflect on the information
processing task faced by the CNS in controlling movement: Brainstem and cere-
bellar anatomical structures which have been implicated in motion sickness are
also known to play important functional roles in movement control. Also, on a
more phenomenological level, motion sickness is common among passengers of
moving vehicles, but drivers and pilots who command these vehicles seem virtually
immune. When a passenger is afflicted, taking control of the vehicle often
produces a dramatic cure. An analysis of the neural control of movement may
provide some insight concerning the etiology of motion sickness. The rele,.rance
of movement control to motion sickness
Melvill Jones (1974).
has been emphasized by
3.1 State Space Representation
When one attempts to analytically represent the movement control problem, the com-
plex, multi-input, multi-output nature of the physiological system involved
seems a formidable obstacle to a comprehensive analysis. A large number of
	
t;
detailed, individual dynamic models for neuromuscular and sensory system ele-
ments are clearly required. If the control problem is approached using the
mathematics of classical servo-analysis, its more general aspects are easily
obfuscated. Control engineers who regularly deal with complex multi-input/
output systems have often found it useful to use matrix mathematics
to represent the system being modrlled in a much more compact shorthand, em-
	 I
ploying "state variable" notation (reviewed by McFarland, 1971). Using this
f
approach, all the individual differential equations characterizing, in this
l
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case, the behavior of the body and its neuromuscular and sensory systems, in
response to commands from the CNS and external disturbane,is are linearized,
and converted to a set of n first order differential equations in n "state
variables" and their first derivatives. To help fix ideas, an example of how
`I	
this may be accomplished for a simple case is shown in Appendix I. The state
!	 variables are those quantities (e.g. joint angle, semicircular canal cupula
and otolithic membrane displacement, and higher derivatives) whose initial.
i
conditions must be specified when solving (from t = 0) the individual differ-
ential equations for subsequent time response, since their initial conditions
incorporate the past history of the system; its physical memory. The set of
n state variables is conceptualized as an n dimensional column vector, x,
henceforth referred to as the "actual state" of the system. The set of first
order differential equations, representing the entire physical system under
CNS control, and the sensory organs providing feedback may then be cast iiltu
two matrix equations in x:
:i Q Ax +B u	 (1)
1	
a	 S x + n 
	
(2)
r
Those familiar with classical servo-analysis may conceptualize these
equations as shown in Figure 4 by considering the actual system state, x, to
be the output of a "vector integrator", whose input is the sum of two vectors,
A x and B u. As shown in the Appendix I example, the (square) matrix A contains
body and sense organ model differential equation coefficients describing the
natural (mathematically homogeneous), unforced behavior of these system elements in
response to all internal forces normally present, including gravity. The vector
A x expresses how the current value of the actual state x influences the time
rate of change of x itself. Similarly, the matrix B, which contains the mass
I
L._-A
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and inertia terms, expresses how the time rate of change of the actual state
P
.	depends on the forcing terms in the differential equations, which here appear
in the column vector u. In the present case, the forcing functions derive from
both "motor" outflow to muscles originating in the CNS controller and from ex-
ternal disturbances applied to the body, as might result from impacting an ob-
stacle during movement, or from standing on a moving surface. To formalize
this distinction, we write that
C ,	u - m + n	 (3)
where m is a vector describing the multiple components of the CNS efferent
outflow, and n-e is viewed as externally applied disturbance "noise".
Before discussing Equation 2, it should be pointed out that given a set
of initial conditions for the components of x, Equation 1 is itself readily
solved (by digital computer, as a set of first order difference equations).
Given the time histories of the various components of the forcing vector u,
the time histories of all components of the actual state x can be determined.
,The "trajectory" of the vector x in multidimensional "state" space completely
describes the behavior of the physical system, including dynamic events in the
sense organs. The utility of the state space approach derives, in part, from
the fact that the "state differential equation" (Equation 1) is general enough
to describe the behavior of any multiple-input /output linearized dynamic system,
forced or unforced, as a function of time. One can exploit this when considering
the yet more general problem of movement control of a vehicle by its operator.
One needs only to write the additional differential equations describing the
dynamics of the vehicle and then appropriately augment the A and B matrices and
the actual state vector. The form of Equation 1, however, is unchanged.
Equation 2, above, postulates that the measurements of system actual state,
l^	 in this case afference from a variety of sense organs denoted by the column
I
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vector a, are related to the actual state by a matrix S, and are typically cor-
rupted by noise in each afferent sensory modality, represented by the vector nna.
The various components of n  are assumed to have zero mean.
The character of the S matrix is of great significance in determining the
possible strategies for movement control: The S matrix describes which compo-
vents of the system behavior may be seen" by the model CNS. Were it possible
for the brain to observe the physical state of body joint angles, etc., directly,
in a noise free fashion, without having to use dynamically "imperfect" sensory
organs, neural movement control could be simply accomplished. The model CNS
need only subtract its measurements of actual system state from a "desired state"
vector, and use this error signal to appropriately drive the muscles. In essence,
this describes the classical cybernetic analogy often made in the movement control
literature. Of course, the actual situation is really not so simple. The CNS
can only measure the physical realities it wants to control through its imperfect
sensory organs. Unfortunately, the available sensory modalities do not respond
directly in noise free fashion, or uniquely , to all of the various states which
the nervous systeL might wish to control. Consequently, most of the components
of the S matrix ir. Equation 2 are zero, except those associated with sensory organ
response gains as is demonstrated in Appendix I. The implication of this is pro-
found. Given only indirect and noisy information about the physical behavior of the
body, which is, of course. also subject to external disturbances, how is the CNS
to achieve adequate control? Obviously, it must somehow use a-priori information
to interpret incoming sensory information and reconstruct what is really-going
on in the physical world. But what strategies might be used to accomplish this?
18
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3.2 A Model for Movement Control
Modern control theory suggests an answer. In a series of theoretical papers,
Kalman (1960), Kalman and Bucy (1961) and ;donham (1968) considered the problem
of control of a system where only incomplete information on system state is
available from noisy sensors, and the system being controlled is subjected to
external disturbances. They showed that a reasonable strategy (optimal under
certain conditions) is to base feedback control commands upon an estimate of the
state of the controlled system. This estimate of controlled system state is
synthesized by as information processing entity internal to the feedback process
referred to in the control literature as an "observer". Fundamentally, the
"observer" consists of a dynamic, mathematical model of the system being con-
trolled. Given a priori 'Knowledge of the controlled system in the form of an
mathematical model, and an accurate set of initial conditions, the observer
should be capable of predicting the subsequent behavior with time of all of the
controlled system states, provided the system is not subjected to unmodelled
external disturbances. In practice, of course, such a model reference control
strategy is inadequate, because disturbances of various kinds are invariably
present. Hence, the observer also exploits the availability of the limited set
of noisy feedback measurements of actual system state to continuously dynamically
co rrect its own estimates of what the controlled system is doing. In order to
accomplish this, Kalman showed, the appropriate strategy is to use the internal
model in the observer to estimate not only controlled system state, but also to
predict the feedback measurements to be expected from moment to moment if the
observer's guess regarding actual system state is correct. The difference between
expected measurements and their actual values is computed, is used to "steer" the
observer state estimates towards reality, and also to provide a convenient index of
observer internal model prediction error. This application by Kalman, Bucy, and
Wonham of observer theory to closed loop control has parallels in the theories
of von Holst and Held regarding internal models, Correlation Storage, efference copy
and closed loop sensory motor function. Since Equations 1-3 provide a convenient
linearized representation for tha dynamics of the body and its sensory systems, 	
so,
we will now explore this analogy in more formal detail. 	 An
appropriate scheme for continuously estimating body and sense organ state and
,'	 controlling movement will be described, based on the Kalman-Bucy-Wonham results.
This scheme will also serve as a general model for the information processing func-
I •	 tions performed by the CNS in computing sensory conflict in motion sickness.
As shown in Figure S, a vector m representing efferent outflow is assumed
determined in the CNS by taking the difference between the "willed" state of
the body, represented by the vector x d , here termed the "desired state", and a
vector called the "internal estimated state", x, ("x hat"). The internal esti-
mated state is the output of the as-yet-to-be-defined "observer".
Components of the estimated state are assumed
to directly determine perceived orientation. Since it may be presumed that R
is usually a good estimate of x most of the time, the difference between the
desired state and the internal estimated state may serve as the error signal
in movement control. Hence, for analytical purposes, m is determir_2d by mul-
tiplying this movement control error vector by an appropriately chosen control
strategy matrix: C. Thus:
m - C(xd -x )
	
(4)
The critical question is: How does the observer derive the estimated state?
For purposes of modelling, St is taken to be the output of
an intern .-I vector integrator, shown in Figure 6. The CNS is be assumed to
know the passive behavioral characteristics of the body and its sensory organs
(i.e. the elements of the A matrix), and to employ an estimate of the A matrix,
here denoted A, in estimating the rate of change of the estimated state, x.
Similarly, motor outflow commands m are presumably internally available to the
CNS. The CNS is assumed to know the effect of motor outflow on system state,
and to employ an estimate of B matrix characteristics, B, in calculating the rate
i
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of change of estimated state. Thus, the strategy for reconstructing an open loop
estimate of the actual state is simply to employ estimates of the matrices which
describe actual system behavior, as represented by Equation 1.
If the body was not subject to external disturbances, and the internal model
A	 A
employed was correct (i.e. A - A; B - B), then the CNS could be expected to achieve
acceptable open loop control, even in the absence of any sensory feedback, because
it would be able to guess what the body was doing in response to mote- commands.
Given !nitial conditions on z, and a time history of the desired state ^ d , the
model for the CNS would generate an appropriate, continuous efferent ''engram".
In reality, of course, the body and any vehicle being controlled are exposed
to external disturbances (ne ) of an unpredictable nature. And it may be that the
CNS employs somewhat simplified dynamic models for the behavior of the 1)ody, so
A	 A
that A 0 A or B J B. To achieve control of movement in closed loop fashion, the
CNS must have some means at its disposal f:,r detecting the presence of external 	 It
disturbances or intrinsic errors in internal model predictions and correcting the
internal estima-ed state. The Kalman-Bucy-Wonham results biggest a strategy
for accomplishing this is to employ an internal estimate of sensory organ sensi-
tivities represented by the matrix S in Equation 2. These estimates of S are
A
denoted S, and used to predict from moment to moment 1* an expected sensory input a
given by:
A	 A A
a - S x
	 (S)
A	 A	 A
If P. - A, B - B, S - S, and n  - 0, then the a signal will match the actual
sensory afference, on the average, because n  has zero mean. The difference
between actual sensory input and the expected sensory input, written as a vector c:
c - a - 3
	
(6)
reflects only afferent noise. On the other hand, when external disturbances n  are
present, the estimates produced by the observe r	 may diverge from the actual state
In a more sign ificant fashion. However, the c vector contains useful information
4
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about the error between the actual and estimated states in the magnitudes and
V	 signs of its various components. of course, this information is somewhat masked
by the presence of variations in c produced by sensory noise n a . Nonetheless,
^
one can gradually "steer" the rate of change of estimated state, x, using the
vector c,toward the actual state, because the sensory noise contribution to C has
zero mean, One multiplies the c vector by a matrix of weighting coefficients
K chosen so that when K c is added to x, the estimated state vector is driven
towards the actual state, so that c is reduced. Kalman and Bucy (1961) defined
an analytical method for optimally choosing K such that c is statistically mini-
mized when the noise processes are known. The basic approach is to choose the
elements of K so that the components of c which correspond to noisy sensory
modalities are lightly weighted. Thus, the basic model for the CNS "obser er"
is Riven by:
^ ^,	 ^
x	 !+	 + B m + K c
(Readers requiring a more extensive mathematical description of the Kalman-Bucy-
Wonham technique are referred to the original papers, and to Kwake rnaak and Sival:,
1972). In summary, the function of the CNS observer, then i is to estimate both
the state of the controlled system and the sensory input to be expected, and to
_ompute the c vector. The A, B, and S matrices in the observer represent an "internal
model" for the dynamic behavior of the body and its sense organs; the third term in
Equation 7 server, to trim out errors which develop in the estimated state. When the body
is moved passively, the third term describes how the various afferent motion cues are
^	 ^
weighted to determine estimated body state. ;he A and S matrices influence the dynamics
of this cue blending process. Equations 5-7 are schematically represented in Figure 7.
(7)
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3.3 iiscussion of Movement Control Model
The notion of a "model within a model" may at first seem convoluted. However, it
i	 should be clear that the model for the "observer" state estimator represented by Equation
i	 7 is functionally analogous to the Correlation Storage/Neural Store element in the
Held and Reason models. By postulating the existence of an internal CNS dynamic
model, though, one avoids the problem of having to define the temporal beginning
and erxi of a sensory or motor neural "trace" implicit in the Held/Reason approach.
This is because the information retained by the CNS in the internal model is not
the trace itself, but rather the information needed to generate it on a continuous
basis.
The c vector, then, corresponds to a generalized (multi-modality) representa-
tion of	 sensory conflict as defined by Reason, and therefore will be referred
to as the "sensory conflict" vector. Similarly, the a vector has the properties
one would expect of a generalized von Holst "efference copy" signal, including
afferent dimensionality.
When 2sd
 is held constant, so that the control function
performed is one of regulation (as in the case considered by von Holst), then
changes in motor outflow m are directly associated with changes in efference copy
a. It is easily shown that
1m	 - CAS- a + C xd
In Held's and Reason's models, a unique relationship between motor outflow and
efference copy was tacitly assumed. Equation 8 demonstrates that this is not
the case for the general case, where 2s d
 is also allowed to vary; If the desired
body orientation is allowed to change, then the appropriate motor outflow depends
on where one wants the body to go, ac well as what one thinks the body is doing
at the moment, whereas the efferent copy signal appropriate for cancellation is
(8)
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dependent onl y upon one's estimate of body/sense organ state, and not directly
on desired orientation. This demonsLrable lack of a unique relationship between
motor outflow and efference copy was neglOcted by Held and Reason. To the extent
that the Correlation Storage elements in their models can be viewed as "dictionaries"
of previously experienced trace pairs, location
	
of the appropriate efference cosy
trace by the comparator element must involve information not only about motor outflow,
but also about desired orientation. This distinction may also be useful to physiolo-
gists who seek to establish criteria for the experimental identification of
i
efference copy neurons. In this regard, one might note that the vector B m 	 j
appearing in this model is always directly and uniquely related to motor outflow,
and therefore might satisfy the definition proposed by Teuber (1960; following
Sperry, 1950) that central neural signals correlated with efferent outflow, which
are used to compensate for sensory input changes resulting from rctive movement,
be termed "corollary discharge". However, the B m vector does not cancel the
expected sensory signal, so it cannot be viewed as an efference copy signal as
well, under the definition employed by von Holst, Held,and Reason.
The present model illustrates that a vary important functional role could be played
by the conflict vector over th-- short term in directly acting to stablize the
body in the face of unpredicted disturbances from the outside: When a disturbance
force is encountered, the sensory afference produced is not cancelled by efference
copy, so a change in the state estimated by the internal model is initiated through
the K matrix. The estimated state changes until the efference copy cancels the
afference produced by the disturbance, indicating that the observer 	 state
estimate is once again correct. As this observer
	
state estimate change
proceeds, the appropriate corrective motor outflow is generated through the
control matrix C. To the extent that the conflict vector affects the estimated
state only indirectly, and the internal model matrices are viewed as an internal.
J
"map" used to evaluate incoming sensory information, the present formulation
m°ets some of MacKay's objections to the efference copy concept. Nonetheless,
it is also appropriate to view the transfer of sensory conflict information
through the K matrix and into the internal model integrator as completing
what amounts to a "reflex" pathway which acts to initiate corrective motor
outflow in' certain situations, as when obstructions are unexpectedly encoun-
tered. On the other hand, during normal, unobstructed, volitional movements,
model motor outflow is associated almost exclusively with internal model
predictions. This strategy takes advantage of the best aspects of both feed-
forward and feedback control. In the field of motor control, there is increasing
evidence (reviewed by Evarts et al., 1971; Melvill Jones, 1974) that during
many volitional movements, motor outflow is generated in essentially a "pre-
programmed" fasion, andthat reflex pathways play a functional role particularly
when unexpected obstructions are encountered. Experiments on deaffercpted animals
have shown that the higher vertebrate nervous system can indeed achieve a signi-
ficant degree of motor "control" in an open-loop, internal model referenced
mode (Taub et al, 1965; 1975).
A fundamental implication of the present model, then, is that sensory con-
flirt is always present in daily life to a degree reflecting at least the presence
of sensory noise processes n  and the frequency with which external disturbance
forces n  are encountered. A corollary to this, of course, is that the statis-
tical properties of the conflict vector are a measure of overall control system
adequacy and performance. A sudden increase in sensory conflict vector components
may mean only that an external disturbance is being encountered. On the other
hand, if this increase is persistent, it may mean that the behavioral characteris-
tics of the body or its sensory organs have somehow changed so that the internal
model employed in state estimation and control is in need of revision. The model
28
predicts that persistent sensory conflict would develop in any situtation where
A f A, B # B, or S f S. The latter might serve as a reasonable mathematical
definition of the term "sensory rearrangement", as it would describe any situation
in which the sensory inflow resulting from motor outflow has been systematically
changed. Representative situdtions include the use of vision reversing prism
glasses, or the operation of a motionless flight simulator when accustomed to
the motions of the actual aircraft. Exposure to weightlessness also fulfills
this criterion. In the example shown in Appendix I, the gravity dependent terms
in the A matrix would suddenly change. The body would no longer behave in the
familiar manner in response to motor outflow, and ;tolith cues would not fit
the familiar pattern. Exposure to a rotating room environment nn earth or in
space could also be described in this way, although the nature of the changes in
the A and B matrices produced are certainly complex and depend on the subject's
orientation with respect to the axis of rotation. In all of these cases, the
model predicts that orientation and motor control deficits would occur until the
characteristics of the system being controlled have been re-identified.
The trigger for the re-identification process is likely equivalent to some
form of time domain averaging of conflict components, as rearrangement produces a
persistent increase in the absolute value of sensory conflict components. The
existence of mechanisms for re-identification of A, B, and S, and appropriate
modification of A, B, S, K, and C are shown schematically in Figure 8. Obviously,
the only means available to the CNS to perform this re-identification process is
to resort to acti`-e movement, unless external disturbances n
e 
are present, and
-
they are predictable temporally, or the CNS can make assumptions regarding the
disturbance statistics. The important role of abtive movement in the adaptation
process is, of course, consistent with the experimental findings of Held.
29
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It is interesting to note that although numerous ad hoc identification
techniques are available in _lie engineering literature (reviewed by Graupe, 1975)
which may be considered as candidates for describing the identification process
in the present model, no general	 result has been found which would suggest
an optimal strategy for sensory motor adaptation. It is likely that the CNS employs
multiple strategies, and it is inevitable that physiological and neuroanatomical
factors will impose significant constraints on the extent and time course of
adaptation. Although the present model provides a framework for describing the
level of adaptation attained in terms of altered A, B, S, K and C matrices, the
analysis does not consider the physiology in detail, andb-hende provides no guidance
with respect to how quickly adaptive changes can take place, or *chat the limits of
these changes are. However, on the basis of experimental evidence obtained from
human subjects adapting to sensory rearrangement, A, B, S, K and C matrix coeffi-
cients can be adjusted to mimic adaptive phenomen?.
Experimental evidence suggests that the CNS has the ability to retain mul-
tiple sets of internal tiodels, and to employ them in the appropriate context.
This ability appears robus ,. with respect to those aspects of body and vehicle
dynamics which normally undergo frequent alteration. On the other hand, human
adaptive mechanisms may be more limited in their ability to accommodate certain
types of changes in sensory organ characteristics. The nature and extent of
the rearrangement then appea- to be important: After some practice, wearers of
conventional spectacles rapidly adapt
	
when the spectacles are removed or
donned. Adaptation to left-right vision reversal is a slower process, requiring
days to weeks. Adaptation to the systematic vestibular changes produced when
a subject is in a rotating room on earth appears to require a comparable period
of time. There is some evidence that spontaneous loss of adaptation may
V.
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occur during periods of head immobilization (Grayb-iel and Knepton, 1972). All
subjects usually readapt to the "normal" environment relatively rapidly, as when
	 I
leaving the Pensacola Rotating Room, or returning to earth from a period of
i
weightlessness in orbit. Following Reason (1977), one could postulate that the
time required for internal model substitution was determined by the "degree of
I
consolidation" of the model matrices: the number of hours, days, or years, the
matrices had previously been employed. However, a quantitative model cannot yet
be proposed.
If the characteristics of the system being controlled by the CNS were not
subject to change, it could be ergued that the nervous system need not concern
itself with an explicit calculation of sensory conflict. As sho= in Figure 9a,
for example, the two parallel feedback loops passing through the A and KS matrices
could be replaced with a mathematically equivalent topology: a single feedback
pathway through a single matrix equal to A - KS. Using this approach, sensory
information is weighted by a matrix K, and then passes into a "filter"in which
the efference copy and conflict vectors do not explicitly appear, but which
yields a state estimate identical to the system in Figure 7. Because of its
computational simplicity, this approach is commonly adopted in many engineering
applications where the system being controlled is assumed to be not subject to
change. However, the existence of conflict related motion sickness symptoms ,
and their association with sensory-motor adaptation, argues strongly that in CNS
control of movement, a conflict calculation is explicitly made, at least in the
case of certain sensory modalities. It is instructive to observe, though, that
this argument cannot be extended as presumptive evidence for the physical exis-
tence of neurons corresponding to the individual components of the efference
EF	 I
E
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copy vector a. The net efference copy effect represented by the a vector might,
P.	 in fact, be distributed between several feedback loops acting in parallel, none
of which contains a signal which, by itself, exactly cancels sensory input.
(An example is shown in Figure 9b for the case of two parallel loops through
S1 and S2 , where S l + S2	 S.)	 hence, the current lack of evidence for the
existence of centrifugal signals which exactly cancel incoming sensory information
at a single point should not necessarily be accepted as an argument against the
postulated neural computation of sensory conflict. The strongest evidence for
such a computation lies in the existence of motion sickness itself.
-The present movement control model is mathematically congruent with other
preciously published "optimal control" models (Kleinman ct ai., 1970; Curry et
al, 1976; Borah et al, 1978). This fact indicates that model parameters can be
found so as to mimic actual human spatial orientation and movement control
behavior. For example, Borah et al. employed the Kalman-Bucy (1961) optimal
estimation technique to model the subjective sensations of a passive observer,
and demonstrated that the model can account for many well-known perceptual
phenomena in vestibular physiology, such as the gradual development of "circular-
vection" after a change in the velocity of the visual surround; an additional
delay in decay of post-rotational sensation not attributable to semicircular
canal dynamics; a gradual pitch up illusion during prolonged or large forward
linear acceleration; and a static tilt illusion accompanying circularvection
about a horizontal axis. Curry et al extended the closed loop, optimal control
model of Kleinman (1970) to describe the manual control performance of pilots
operating flight simulators, and included models for the dynamics of the semi-
circular canals and otoliths. The extended model was developed based on manual
control data from one investigator, and validated on data published by another
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,	 in predictive fashion. The underlying assumption in these studies was that the
human behaves "optimally" in some sense, subject to his inherent psychophysical
limitations. One could argue that the model fit of origins' data was achieved
by a semi-empirical procedure in certain cases. Nonetheless, the resulting models
have demonstrable predictive value when employed as intended.
The Young, Borah et al.,and Curry et al. models differ from the approach
descri" , ed here in terms of their treatment of the conflict concept. Young's
(1970) proposal for an optimal control model of spatial orientation emphasized
the utility of "internal models" for body and sense organ dynamics. However,
a "conflict vector" was not explicitly defined. An "expected system state
vector rather than an expected measurement vector was derived. In the Curry
and Borah studies, the ability of the models to mimic adaptive changes via
alterations in the internal model matrices was not exolored, so a steady state 	 K
version of the Kalman-Bucy filter was employed. A measurement conflict vector
was not defined. Borah et al. emphasized the importance of "cue conflict" in
a nonlinear extension of their linear model, but instead of czlculating measure-
ment conflict using a method analogous to that of Equations 5 and 6, they adopted
a different ad-hoc non-linear scheme, orieinally nronosed by young (1970) and
employed by Zacharias (1977). In this aonroach, a vestibular model is used with
incoming visual information to calculate expected vestibular response. "Conflict"
is taken as the difference between this and actual vestibular input. By contrast,
in the present model, the expected vestibular response component is not derived
exclusively from the visual. sensory input alone, but rather is calculated using
the complete internal state estimate, which is influenced by all sensory inputs,
as well as by a priori knowledge of the behavior of all system components and
motor outflow. Conceivably, the Borah model could be modified to employ vesti-
bular conflict as calculated using the more comprehensive approach represented
by Equations 5 and 6, and extended tj the closed loop case using Equation 7.
4. SENSORY CONFLICT AND PRODUCTION OF SYMPTCHS
4.1 Conflict Sensitivity
I
Given an analytical model for the conflict generation process, one must
ponder the nature of the relatiuiiship between sensory conflict vector components
and the production of motion sickness symptomatology. Which types of sensory
conflict do individuals find most provocative and why? A variety of anatomical and
physiological evidence is relevant.
Studies of canine susceptibility to swing sickness (Bard et al., 1947; Wang
and Chinn, 1956) have shown that the integrity of the cerebellar nodulus and uvula
is required for motion sickness. A brain stem 'vomiting center" has been identified
by Wang et al. (1950, 1952, 1954) which initiates emesis in dogs in response to a
variety of stimuli, including passive motion. The integrity of the adjacent
"chemoreceptive trigger zone" is also required (Wang and Chinn, 1954; Brizzee and
Neal, 1954). Nausea is generally assumed to be the conscious awareness of unusual
activity in the vomiting centers, regardless of whether vomiting occurs (Money,
1970). That pallor, cold sweating, salivation, respiration increase, belching,
flatulence, and drowsiness usually accompany nausea and vomiting in motion sickness
(Graybiel, 1975) suggests that areas in the reticular formation and hypothalamus,
some of which are traditionally associated with central autonomic regulatory
function, may also be activated. Graybiel (1969) has postulated the existence of
a temporary ("facultative") functional linkage between vestibular centers concerned
with spatial orientation and other neural structures mediating symptomatology.
One might suspect that the physical locus of neurons which mediate sensory
conflict may be of importance in determining which types of conflict produce
symptoms. That the loss of vestibular function confers immunity to motion sickness,
and the observation (Reason, 1969) that the disorder is always associated with
changing, rather than static orientation cues, provides cirriunstantial evidence	 I
r	 that conflict in the vestibular modalities plays a major role. The existence of
efferent vestibular fibers raises at least a possibility that primary vestibular
afferents may form part of the conflict generation pathway. However, the func-
tional role played by vestibular efferents has not yet been established under
physiological circumstances during volitional movement (Goldberg and Fernandez,
1950). Vestibular conflict cov1d also be compurPd more centrally.
The existence of "Cinerama" and "simulator" sickness suggests that visual
conflict neurons might also exist. and are eounled to symptom nroduction centers,
Alternatively, one could suggest that motion sickness produced by visual stimuli
may be mediated by a more indirect mechanism, and that simulator and Cinerama
sickness result from conflicts in the vestibular modalities exclusively: Moving
visual fields would be expected to change the internal estimated state, z, in the
present model., with the result that vestibular modality conflict would be generated
in the absence of appropriate vestibular stimulation. Such an indirect mechanism
It
would be partially consistent with Graybiel's (1975) classification of vision
as a "secondary etiological influence" in motion sickness. On the basis of similar argu-
ments, one might also then exvect that ver y comnellino s patial orientation cues delivered
by modalities other than the visual and vestibular mi ght be p rovocative to so-e degree.
In fact, several recent reports are consistent with this notion. 'Iles (1979) has demon-
strated that "Coriolis"-like illusions can be elicited via proprioception alone in
subjects who walk on a counterotating turntable. His subjects then also reported motion
sickness symptoms. Also, Schaefer et al, (1951) have observed motion sickness symptoms
in at least one subject exposed to apparently rotating acoustic stimuli.
In his model, Reason (1977, 1978) proposed that the severity of motion
sickness symptoms is directly proportional to a hypothetical "mismatch signal",
which increases as a function of the conflict in any ore sensory channel ;
 as well
as with the number of sensory channels. One way of generalizing this assertion is
to postulate a scalar mathematical parameter, h(t), which is a function of the
various time-varying components of the conflict vector c. In specifying this
functional dependence, it should be noted that the algebraic sign of sensory conflict
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does not appear to influence the nature of the symptoms elicited, &' though it does
determine the direction of the reflex and illusory phenomena produced, as the
curren t model predicts. (For example, unadepted subjects find clockwise or
counterclockwise body rotation equally nouseogenic when .:hey perform out of plane
"Coriolis" head movements.) To specify the functional dependence of h(t) upon c
in a very general way, one can define a symmetric mat-Ax, T, whose coefficients
describe an individual subject's sensitivity to conflict signals in and between
sensory channels. This matrix is used to define h(t), a scalar quantity, by pre-
multiplication of T by the vector c  (i.e. the conflict vector transposed to be
a row vector), and by post-multiplication by c itself, such that:
h(t) - C  T c	 (9)
The diagonal elements in the T matrix thus render h(t) proportional to the
square of the individual conflict vector components. The choice of the square
law relation is not entirely arbitrary, in that it renders h(t) insensitive to
the algebraic sign of conflict components. The square law dependence also reduces
the relative significance of small conflicts in a manner which may b; convenient
if, as argur.0 earlier, a low level of sensory conflict is normally present in
daily life. The off-diagonal elements in the T matrix admit. at least a theoretical
possibility for multiplicative in-..^raction effects between conflicts in different
sensory channels. The eigenvectors of the T matrix thus define the combination
of sensory conflicts which most readily produce a particular symptom in a given
subject. The scalar parameter h can be said to correspond to Reason's mismatch
signal.
It could be argued that the strength of the mismatch signal may be dependent
on the magnitude of the weighted conflict vector K c, instead of c itself. Signi-
ficant intersubject differences in the dependence of perceived body orientation
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on static visu.:l and graviceptive cues has been documented by Witkin '1949).
Witkin's study and those of Barrett and Thornton (1968) and Testa (1969) provide
sonic evidence that simulator it 	 susceptibility is positively correlated
with measures of visual field Independence in perception. These findings might
be accountdd for by postulating intersubject differences in K matrix coefficients
to describe differences in the estimnted direction of down in Witkin's experiments,
and by assuming that a higher absolute weighting assigned to the graviceptive cues,
reflected in the vector K c, is somehow responsible for the observed differences
in motion sickness susceptibility. However, better evidence on this point is
needed. Until a relationship between se;:sory cue weighting in movement control
and motion sickness is more clearly established, it is appropriate to express
sensitivity to conflict vector components in away which does not formally imply
a dependence on K matrix coefficients (e. g. FquntIon 9).
4.2 Time Course of gnM_t2ms
If sensory conflict is normally present to some degree and plays a major role
In movement control as well as in sensory motor adaptation, then motion sickness
sensitivity cnny just bt an expression of neural or humoral "ctosstalk" between
movement control circuits Mud symptom production centers due to sustained functional
"overloading" of conflict neurons. Alternatively, the triggering mechanism may be
less direct, and perhaps invc-Ive mechanisms which respond to the average level of
conflict in sensory modalities, evaluate the movement control function and then
initiate updating of the "internal models" used in movement control. Although, it
is conceivable that the initiation of em^sis may have some evolutionary survival
value in the sense proposed by Claremont and Triesman, one could also argue that
motion sickness sensitivity to conflict is merel y an unfortunate epiphenomenon,
I
i6frequently encountered until the era when passive means of locomotion were
!	 developed -- a recent evert in the timescale of vertebrate evolution. Whatever
the nature of the coupling between the movement control and symptom production
systems, there is evidence that temporal dynamics and threshold mechanisms are
involved, which ought tc, be represented in any mathematical model for motion
sickness.'
Graybiel (1969; 1975) has emphasized that although vestibular reflex
phenom-na such as nystagmus and postural disequilibrium are invariably of
short latency, motion sickness symptoms are, on the other hand, characterized by
a significant delay in appearance after stimulus onset in a manner suggesting
some sort of temporal summation ("cumulation") of the stimulus; by a subsequent
increase in symptom severity , and by a perseveration of symptoms after the
stimulus has been removed. Also, the latency and duration of various symptoms
differs scmarhat benWeen modalities (cf. Crampton, 1955; McLure Pt al., 1971).
These experiments and the present argument that some level of conflict is likely
present in daily life in the asymptomatic individual appear to rule out the notion
that symptom level is simply directly proportional to a mismatch signal, as Reason
(1978) suggests.
In the physical sciences, an analysis of the time course of system response
to well defined stimuli can be used to deduce information about the dynamic
properties of the system. Qualitative anecdotal descriptions of onset and recovery
from provocative stimuli are abundant in the literature. Unfortunately, however,
there actually is relatively little quantitative data available taken under con-
trolled conditions appropriate for use in analysis. There appear to be a number
of explanations for this. The emphasis in research to date has been to Juantify
susceptibility and adaptation in individual subjects. The cardinal symptom of
motion sickness, nausea, cannot be objectively measured with an instrument, but
i
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rather must be assessed using psychological scaling techniques. The usual experi-
mental paradigm has been to define a clearly recognizable symptom, such as vomiting,
or some other combination of symptoms as an experimental endpoint, and to describe
the profile of the motion cue stimuli required to reach-it.. The Pensacola Diagnostic
Rating Scole (Graybiel et al., 1968) or one of its variants has been employed for
endpoint determination by many workers. The presence and/or strength of epigastric
awareness and discomfort, nausea, drowsiness, salivation, headache, dizziness, and
sensation of warmth are subjectively assessed by the subject working with a trained
observer who also subjectively evaluates the extent of pallor and cold sweating.
The individual symptom scores are only ordinal: for example, the subject is not
asked to report a level of "Nausea II" when sensation is twice the level reported
as "Nausea V. To provide an approximate relative measure of sickness severity
in subjects showing different symptom patterns, a weighted sum of all symptom
scores is taken. In the literature, there has been an (unfortunate) tendencv
to report only the weighted sum of symptom scores. The nature of the dynamics
of the different symptom modalities is thereby obscured. Although the Pensacola
method has repeatedly been demonstrated to serve the purposes for which it was
intended (endpoint determination), the complexity and nature of the Pensacola
scoring method does not lend itself easily to studies in which the magnitude of
the various symptoms is frequently assessed.
Stevens (1974) and coworkers have repeatedly demonstrated that observers can
reliably make numerical estimates of subjective sensations resulting from a wide
variety of sensory stimuli (e.g. loudness, vibration, electric shock) using techniques
designed to produce a "ratio" scale in which the subiect is instructed to make a nu**.erica
report proportional to the apparent magnitude sensation. The experimenter may pre-
scribe a standard sensation ("modulus") by presenting s control stimulus, and
instruct the subject to call the resulting sensation some particular number,
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for example, "10". The use of a ratio scale has the advantage that a doubling
of the reported score may be presumed to correspond to a doubling of actual sub-
jective sensation. Ratio scaling psychophysical measurement techniques are prob-
ably quite appropriate for studies of the dynamics of subjective motion sickness
symptomatology, but curiously have been little used. Dichgans and Brandt (1973) em-
ployed a ratio scaling method to record the intensity of apparenL tilt and nausea sensa-
tion in subjects participating in experiments on .oriolis and pseudo-Coriolis
effects. However, the authors did not report the details of their technique,
or use it to document subjective nausea versus time. Reason and Graybiel (1979)
showed that overall subjective discomfort r motion sickness can be quickly self-
rated by subjects using an 11 point scale (0 = "I feel fine"; 10 = "I feel like
I am just about to vomit"). A .nonotonic correlation with the Pensacola Rating
Scale was documented. Results obtained from subjects making Coriolis head move- 	 It
ments in a rotating room whose angular velocity was increased in staircase
fashion demonstrated the latency of symptom onset, the subsequent increase in
symptom severity, and a delay of several minutes in recovery after the stimulus
was removed. Consistent transitory oscillations in well being were reported in
individual subjects. Unfortunately, however, the instructions given to the sub-
jects did not indicate that, for example, a doubling of the score reported should
correspond to a doubling of subjective sensation.
Bock and Oman (1982)	 studied the dynamics of subjective discomfort
using head movements made while wearing left-right vision reversing glasses as the
provocative 'stimulus. Sensory conflict is then presumably related to head angular
velocity. Subjects were required to turn their head at regular intervals (about
twice per second) to face various individual visual targets, over a period of
several minutes. Duzing this interval of time, the average level of sensory con-
flirt is inferred to be approximately constant, since adaptation under these
conditions is believed to take place over a longer time scale of some 1-3 hours
(Oman et al., 1980). After an initial period of head movement, each subject event-
ually experieaced nausea and discomfort. After some experience with a range of
discomfort, each was instructed in a reporting method designed to produce a ratio
scale, namely to choose a moderate level of discomfort, to call it "10", and to rate
all other levels relative to this reference. After an additional practice period,
discomfort scores were recorded during repeated sequences of stereotyped head move-
ment, interspersed with periods of eye closure and no head moevment, so as to permit
recovery. Typical responses for three subjects are shown in Figure 10. The initial
stimulus period in which the modulus was established is not shown. Although the
amplitude of the curves for individual responses cannot be directly compared, because
the modulus chosen by each subject was different, the responses of each subject appeared
internally consistent. Subjective discomfort increased during each controlled head
movement sequence, and decayed between sequences to a level which itself a ppeared to
gradually increase with time, as if reflecting the cumulative eff2c.t of all previous
head movement sequences. Upon this slowly rising response component was superimposed a
second "fast" response component associated with each sequence of head movement. After
the beginning of each head movement sequence, discomfort scores increased in a
gradually accelerating fashion from the previous "slow component" level after a
short latency. (This short latency of discomfort onset contrasted sharply with
the much longer latency to initial onset of discomfort when subjects made head
movements at the beginning of the experiment at a time when no subjective dis-
comfort symptoms were present.) When head movement ceased, and the subject
closed his eyes, the "fast component" exhibited a characteristic pattern. In
many subjects, discomfort continued to increase for a few moments before decaying.
Discomfort immediately started to decrease in certain others. One subject reported
a short post-stimulus oscillation. However, it was apparent that the dynamic
behavior of the fast response component to the head movement sequence was reasonably
> pr ^r
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stereotyped from one sequence to the next, and could be considered an indivi
characteristic. In some cases, it was possible to limit the increase of the slow
component by appropriately extending the relative duration of the eye closure
periods. After removal of the goggles at the end of the experiment, most subjects
required several hours to completely recover.
4.3 Preliminary Model for Symptom Dynamics
The descriptions of Bock and Oman (1980), Graybiel (1969, 1975), an.d Reason
and Graybiel (1969) appear sufficiently consistent to permit the formulation of a
heuristic dynamic model for symptom production in response to sensory conflict.
This model, shown schematically in Figure 11, consists of a pair of linear transfer
function elements (which have conflict "averaging" characteristics) cascaded succes-
sively with a threshold element and a "power law" subjective magnitude estimation
characteristic. The input to this component of the overall motion sickness model
is the weighted sesnory conflict scalar quantity h(t) defined by Equation 9. Model
output is subjective discomfort. How the various variables in the model behave with
time in response to four sequences of head movement, as in the Bock and Oman experi-
ments, is demonstrated in Figure 12. The Bock and Oman experiment was designed such
that a constant value of h(t) can be assumed during each of the four head movement
sequences.
The conflict averaging dynamics are here represented by two linear, nth
order, low pass filters, arranged in parallel, thus creating "slow" and "fast"
components in the model response. At any moment in time, the output of the "fast"
or "slow" dynamic element may be considered to be an appropriate measure of the
average value of h(t) over the previous T  or Ts minutes, respectively. The
steady state "gain" of the slow averaging component dynamics is assumed large,
rel®tive to that of the fast component dynamics. However, the slow component 	 i
time constant, Ts ^is also large, perhaps 30 to 60 minutes. In contrast, the	 t
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fast component time constant T  is short, on the order of 1 to 2 minutes. As
a direct consequence, the fast component response F(t) dominates the threshold
element input I(t) for the first T s minutes in response to the onset of a step
increase in conflict. Thereafter, I(t) increases more gradually, but to a
relatively much higher level. (The distinction between the "slow" and "fast"
components is made here to watch the phenomenological description of Bock and
Oman. It would be equally appropriate to combine these two transfer functions
algebraically into a single linear transfer function with a single output. How-
ever, the resulting transfer function expression would be less intuitable to
many.)
In the model, the value of the threshold (I 0 ) is assumed sufficiently high
so that the model predicts the subject to be asymptomatic at the low (but ncn-
zero) levels o.` the conflict parameter associated with normal living. Howe,,er,
when a long duration, moderate amplitude increase in conflict is encountered,
I(t) increases above threshold after a relatively long latency determined pri-
marily by Ts and Ks . The 2 Hz constant RMS amplitude "burst" of conflict pre-
sumed associated with head movement sequences in the Bock and raan experi.mer s
would be expected to eventually produce subjective discomfort as shown in
Figure 12. When the slow component discomfort baseline is above threshold,
and the head movement stimulus is reapplied, the dynamics of fast component
response are clearly exhibited, superimposed on the slow component baseline,
which reflects a longer term average of the conflict level being encountered.
If discomfort has been sustained for a long period, the time required for dis-
comfort to disappear after conflict has returned to non-provocative levels is
determined primarily by the long time constant T
s 
in the model. The model
appears to mimic many aspects of the subjective discomfort reports obtained by
Bock and Oman.
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The model predicts a contrasting result if a very provocative stimulus is
applied, or if the subject's threshold is relatively low. In: such cases, the
latency of discomfort to onset of the conflict stimulus will be much shorter,
as the response is initially dominated by the fast component. The recovery time
after cessation of an intense conflict stimulus is expected to be relatively
quick. However, if an intense stimulus is successively reapplied, the slow
component discomfort baseline may increase more rapidly than for moderate stimuli
applied for the same intervals. The relatively short latency of symptoms to very
provocative stimulis predicted here is consistent with Reason and Graybiel's
(1969) description of symptoms resulting when subjects make Coriolis head
movements in a rotating environment (5 rpm). In highly susceptible subjects,
deterioration in well-being is reported almost immediately after the onset of
It
provocative head movements.
The shape of the suprathreshold model response to intervals of maintained
conflict is determined by the order (Nf ) of the fast component dynamics the
time constant (T f ), and upon the exponent m assumed:.for-the subjective magnitude
estimation characteristic. To describe the behavior of some subjects, it may
be more appropriate to employ fast component averaging dynamics wh r ^e transfer
function has separate real roots. Oscillatory behavior reported in individual
subjects by Reason and Graybiel and also by Bock and Omsn might be better des-
cribed by dynamics of similar averaging character, but with an oscillatory step
response. In the present model, use of an integer exponent N  of 2 or greater
causes an inertia effect in the fast component dynamics, resulting in an accel-
erating increase in discomfort after stimulus onset, and also a brief rise
(overshoot) in discomfort after the stimulus has been discontinued. The accA1 -
erating increase in discomfort - corresponding to the apparent "avalanche"
phenomenon described by Reason and Graybiel - is also influenced by the exponent
P
chosen for the subjective magnitude estimation characteristic, m, which is here
assumed greater than unity. It is convenient to view this subjective magnitude
estimation characteristic as a representation of Stevens' "Psychophysical Law"
(reviewed by Stevens, 1974) even though the putative conflict stimulus is an in-
ternal one in the case of motion sickness. The choice of an exponent greater than
unity is consistent with the power law exponents experimentally determined for
subjec,`ive sensations created by a variety of external physical stimulus modalities.
In Figure 11, an additional variable is shown summing with the output of the
averaging dynamics, to reflect the likelihood that an individual subject's thres-
hold may vary somewhat about the ave •age value I01 depending on "extrinsic"
factors such as anxiety level, the presence of psychologically aversive sights
and smells, irritative gastrointestinal stimulation, etc. (In Figure 12, the value of
this variable is assumed to be zero.) To the extent that the extrinsic variable level
changes from experiment to experiment, a single measure of latency to symptom onset
would not be expected to be a particularly effective way to characterize overall
individual motion sickness susceptibility. Nonetheless, such measures are com-
monly employed in practice. Experimental measurement of symptom dynamics as
well as threshold may provide additional useful characteristic information.
Many (but not all) motion sick subjects frequently report a sudden improvement
in subjective well being immediately after the act of vomiting. Further research is
necessary before a decisi.)n can be made as to huw to reasonably represent this pheno-
menon in the present model. Vomiting might be considered to suddenly shift the level
of the extrinsic variable described above, or to reset some of the state variables
or time constants in the symptom generation dynamics.
The basic notion inherent in the present model, then, is one of continuous,
dynamic, subliminal "cumulation" of both indigenous and provocative conflict
stimuli by mechanisms whose response to a sustained conflict input is bounded,
as represented here by low pass averaging dynamics and a threshold. This is an
important conceptual feature of the response portion of the model, and appears to
differ somewhat from the temporary ("facultative") linkage concept proposed by
Craybiel (1969).
i
4.4 Some Further Model __pm lications
In a given experimental or operational circumstance, the time history of
the conflict stimulus, the dynamics of the subject's fast and slow response com-
ponents, and the "dynamic range" of discomfort sensations available between dis-
comfort onset and when vomiting occurs would be expected to determine how far
the individual may go up the discomfort scale before emesis becomes inevitable.
Subjects free to make head movements in a rotating room, in weightlessness in
a spacecraft, or while wearing 	 prism glasses would find that they initially
could move with abandon. However, discomfort would eventually be experienced
after a time dependent on the potency of the conflict stimulus. As the slow
component discomfort baseline continued to increase, the number of episodic
head movements the subject dares to make without triggering emesis would be
restricted. As the discomfort level increased, a given head movement sequence
would seem more and more provocative because of the increasing slope of the
subjective magnitude estimation characteristic. With his head movement capa-
bility thus functionally limited after a sustained period of maintained dis-
comfort, the subject could recover only by remaining inactive for a period
of time of the same order as Ts , so as to permit the slow response component
to decline to a lower level. On the basis of the model, one would expect that
subjects who become sick under conditions in which they have a degree of voluntary
control over the conflict stimulus might well have difficulty avoiding vomiting
unless they are quite familiar with their own response dynamics. If they attempt
to limit	 their discomfort to a moderate level simply by reducing the confii,ct
stimulus in direc-. proportion to the discomfort they feel, a feedback analysis
suggests that the long delay times characteristic of the discomfort modality
feedback may well '- , e expected to introduce oscillatory modes into the closed
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loop behavior of their discomfort sensation. The oscillations assoziated with
r.
the slow component , dynamics will be at an extremely low frequency (on the order
of 1 /2TrTs ). Some subjects may learn to suppress these oscillations by intreducing
sufficient control lead, in the form of a rp iori knowledge of their own rczponse
dynamics. However, control of the very low frequency slow component may be dif-
ficult. The subject may be forced to adopt the alternative, non-linear control
strate gy of working only unties discomfort rises to a safe endpoint learned through
experience, and then resting until symptoms subside.
In the present model, subjective discomfort is represented as a discrete
perceptual modality. Experimentally, discomfort reports often show a strong
correlation with reports of nausea: In many subjects - but certainly no g all -
the dynamics of nausea perception appear similar to the dynamics of subjective
discomfort, at least +n an approximate sense. However, discomfort reports also
commonly show some correlation with other symptoms, such as cold sweating,
drowsiness, headache, and subjective warmth. As reviewed earlier, the behavior
of the different symptom modalities, though predictable, appears to be temporally
somewhat different under experimental conditions, indicating that the thresholds
and response dynamics are likely heterogeneous to a degree. However, to the
extent that sensory conflict provides a common sr{mulus to all response modalities,
it should be possible to develop symptom production models which describe the
behavior of most individual modalities. 	 Infrared skin reflectance (photoplethysmo-
graphy) could be used to document the time course of pallor. The method of McClure
et al. (1971) might be employed to obtain the appropriate data for the thermal
sweating modality. With additional outputs, the overall motion sickness model would
provide a more complete description of the physiological responses triggered in
motion sickness.
'he neurophysiological events which ,.,nderlie the process of subjective symp-
tom generation a y e obviously highly complex. -	 vo-.1e speculate that the aver-
aging dynamics appearing in the present model might t: e a manifestation of internal
52
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rate dependent processes which are regulated by negative feedback mechaniisms,
perhaps involving elements of the central autonomic system. However, such
"averaging" behavior could equally well result from some more passive process, such
as a diffusion or tran s port mechanism, or reflect the dynamics of sequential acti-
vation or cell units in the reticular core of-the brainstem. Whether there is any
physical or functional relationship between the dynamic processes which deter-
mine the time course of symptoms, and the temporal averaging processes which
may be involved in evaluating sensory conflict and triggering sensory-motor
adaptation is unclear at present. Sensory motor adaptation has been repeatedly
demonstrated in the absence of overt symptou ►atology. A physical interpretation
of the "averaging" d)m amics in the model therefore cannot yet be legitimately
made.
Regardless of the physical mechanism involved, it is also unlikely that
the behavior of the physically distributed, complex systems which produce dis-
comfort sensation can be represented in fine detail by any simple set of linear
differential equations. On the other hand, a linear model may capture the major
behavioral. characteristics of a nonlinear system in do approximate and prac-
tically useful way. In control engineering, linear 'Describing Function" models
(Goldfarb, 1956) are often used this way for analytical modelling purposes. The
linear averaging dynamics in the present model are employed in a similar sense.
E
i	 .
i	 .	 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
!	 The models developed in the previous two sections are brought together in
Figure 13. The principal output of the completed model is subjective discomfort,
although the existence of additional symptom production pathways for other modal-
ities such as nauLea, pallor, sweating, etc. is explicitly indicated.
Although the model must be regarded as preliminary and heuristic without
further experimental validation, it derives significant conceptual validity from
the .fact that:
a) It incorporates and extends many concepts in the qualitative models
proposed by von Holst (1954), Held (1961), and Reason (1978) in ways which
appear to remedy some of the deficiencies and limitations of these approaches.
b) It employs a model for orientation estimation and movement control *which
is mathematically congruent with the approach to modelling orientation and
manual control defined by Young (1970) and coworkers, for which experiment-
ally validated models now exist.
c) It accounts for experimental evidence for preprog;-ammed movement control.
d) It employs a preliminary model for symptom production dynamics which
mimics certain nonlinear dynamic aspects of symptom time course which have
been experimentally described.
In this final section, some of thf-zmain conclusions deriving from the model
analysis are reiterated in the context of further discussion of how adaptation
might be achieved to nauseogenic stimuli in ways involving both the movement control
and symptom production components of the model.
On the basis of arguments developed in preceding sections, it is conc-,uded
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Control theoretic considerations suggest that the CNS should employ an
internal model referenced	 strategy in body movement control, because
not all important states of the body and its sensory organs can be directly
measured. In the present analysis, this internal "model-within-a-model" is
represented by a vector integrator and A, B, and S matrices, whirch specify
the CNS assumptions concerning the dynamic behavioral characteristics of
the body, sensory organs, and any vehicles under manual control. The internal
model is used to compute an estimated state vector on a continuous basis, which
is employed in combination with a desired state vector representing volitional
input to produce apparently preprogrammed motor outflow. The internal model
is also simultaneously employed to predict expected sensory input. A conflict
vector representing the difference between actual and expected input can be
exploited to
	 correct motor outflow when external disturbances are
encountered. Hence, the role of conflict signals may not be confined to trig-
gering sensory adaptation and motion sickness, as is sometimes tacitly assumed.
Although the existence of conflict neurons has -.. It been demonstrated, the ubiqui-
tous vertebrate sensitivity to motion sickness suggests that the conflict compu-
tation is explicitly made, at least within the vestibular modality.
Sustained levels of sensory conflict are likely continuously present in daily life
which do not result in the appearance of motion sickness symptoms, because of
the presence of noise processes in sensor y
 vathways, and the fact
that the CNS's knowledge of body and sense organ characteristics may not be
exactly correct in all details. By monitoring sensory conflict in the various
afferent modalities, the CNS may evaluate the performance of its spatial
orientation and movement control mechanisms, assess the adequacy of the
internal models employed, and also detect the presence of unanticipated
external disturbance forces acting on the body. Evaluation of conflict
signals in this context can be made through a process equivalent to time
domain averaging. Unanticipated external force inputs which produce sensory
conflict are assumed to be brief. When the absolute value of conflict is
high for a sustained period, this may be taken to indicate that body or
sensory system dynamic characteristics have been changed, and that sensory
conflict is being produced because an invalid internal model (A, B, or S) is
being employed. Exposure to weightlessness, use of vision distorting glasses,
and operation of a fixed base flight simulator are representative situations.
Such situations producing changes in the A, B or S matrices are here termed
"sensory rearrangements".
3.	 When conditions of sensory rearrangement are encountered, orientation and motor
control deficits would be expected to result, and to persist until the CNS
has successfully identified the altered system characteristics, and adopted
V.
an updated observer and controller
	 (A, B, S, C, K matrices). 'No as sump-
Lions are made in the present analysis regarding identification strategy. How-
ever, it is noted that strategies which involve active movement or a priori
knowledge of external disturbance statistics are the only means available.
Identification and updating of the internal model is likely triggered by a
persistent increase in sensory conflict. Experimental evidence suggests that
the CNS has the ability to retain multiple internal models, and to employ them
in the appropriate context. This capability appears extensive with respect
to aspects of body and vehicle'dynamics which undergo frequent change, but to
be more limited with respect to accommodation to changes in sensory organ
characteristics .
Adaptation may well not be a permanent phenomenon. The possibility cannot be
ruled out that subjects adapted to a rearranged sensory environment may sponta-
neously lose their adaptation if they do not interact with the rearranged
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environment.(eg Graybiel h Knepton, 1972). T:fien subjects return to a familiar environ-
	
ment 	 subjects readapt relatively quickly, indicating that the processing required
for familiar internal models may be quickly reinstituted. This may account
for the brief duration of disorientation and motion sickness in adapted sub-
jects leaving "rearranged" environments.
	
4.	 In the case of relatively specific types of sensory rearrangement, in which
the change is limited to, say, a specific sensory modality, the CNS could
conceivably respond simply by disabling the offending modality. This is an
appropriate strategy in a model reference control system where many sensory
measurements taken are somewhat redundant in terms of the information being
conveyed regarding body state. Receptors under efferent control could be
turned off at the periphery, and the appropriate elements in the S matrix
updated. Alternatively, sensory deactivation could be accomplished more
centrally, and in the context of the model, by changes in the K matrix. It
has been speculated that CNS adaptation to weightlessness may involve changes
in the processing of otolith information of this type. While this may be a
functionally appropriate response when pathology has destroyed the function
of a sense organ, it is not the case when sensory organ response character-
istics have merely been systematically changed. Unless exposure to weight-
lessness produces severe otopathology, otolith output still can convey useful
information, once the CNS has learned to interpret it. The rendering of the
major graviceptive modality insensitive can be expected to result in reduced
sensory-motor performance in tasks where it plays important functional roles
in providing state information. Tests of otolith dependent movement, spatial
orientation and movement control tasks on-orbit are indicated to resolve this
issue.
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5. The symptoms of motion sickness appear when sensory conflict vector com-
ponents to which the subject is sensitive (defined in the present model by
a quadratic relationship with the matrix T) have large values when averaged
over periods of time comparable to those which appear to characteriz ,2 the
dynamic responses of subjective symptom production mechanisms. A nonlinear
model containing slow and fast component dynamics which effectively average
sensory conflict is proposed. The model appears to describe some aspects
o.` the time course of subjective discomfort, including discomfort latency,
"avalanche", overshoot and recovery. It is unclear whether there is any
physical or functional relationship between the dynamic processes which
determine the time course of symptoms, and the temporal averaging processes
which may be involved in evaluating sensory conflict and triggering sensory-
motor adaptation.
6. Not all forms of motion sickness result from conditions of "sensory rearrange-
ment". Sustained levels of sensory conflict should result in individuals ex-
posed to sustained, unpredictable externally imposed motion, as when riding
in an aircraft in turbulence. In the context of the present model, if normal
visual cues are present, this situation is not described as a change in the
A, B, or S matrices representing body and sensory system characteristics, but
rather as an external "noise" input, n 
e
, to the movement control system.
Exposure to such sustained noise as when riding as a vehicle passenger,
is probably a new experience for, the vertebrate nervous system, in an evolu-
tionary context. An abnormal interaction between the neural movement control
system and centers regulating vomiting and other physiological functions may
simply represent a neural "overload" phenomenon; a newly discovered flaw
in human design. Model analysis suggests that subjects experiencing passive
motion could adapt to a certain extent by becoming familiar with the spectrum
r.
I	 1
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of the external disturbance inpu5,and reduce conflict by appropriate modi-
fication of the K matrix. If the external disturbances are predictable in
a more exact temporal (as opposed to statistical) sense, the CNS could adopt
an appropriate dynamic model which predicts the input in the time domain,
representable in the model by an appropriate set of state variables added 	 i
to the state vector, and augmentation of the A matrix. The activation of
such an internal oscillator corresponds to excitation of the "Pattern Center"
in the model for vestibular function proposed by Groen (1960), and could be
used to describe the acquisition of "sea legs" and to account for motion
sensation and neuromuscular aftereffects when coming ashore. The present
model readily accounts for the well known difference in motion sickness
susceptibility between drivers and passengers of vehicles as well. Operators
performing a vehicle control function are able to predict the consequences
i	 V.
of their control actions via internal feedback through the B maLrlx (Equation
7). Passengers have no such knowledge, ani must regard vehicle motion as an
external influence. Passengers would thus be expected to experience much
greater sensory conflict. This condition would be exacerbated if their
visual cues were restricted as well, although the latter aspect is then
viewed as involving visual sensory rearrangement.
7.	 Reason's "Neural Mismatch" model emphasizes that motion sickness adaptation
may take place via updating of the "Neural Store". This corresponds to up-
dating the A, B, and S matrices in the present model. Such changes optimize
sensory-motor performance. However, changes in the subject's sensitivity to
conflict (formally, by a reduction in T matrix eigenvalues) or a change in
the subject's symptom response characteristics (increase in dominant time
constants, change in threshold) would also reduce a subject's reaction to
nauseogenic stimuli. These forms of adaptation would produce a generalized
form of adaptation which is independent of the nature of the environmental
change producing the sensory conflict stimulus. Most research (summarized
by Guedry, 1965b) indicates that motion sickness adaptation is highly specific
to the stimulus conditions under which it was acquired. However, other
studies (e.g. Reason and Graybiel, 1969; Graybiel and Knepton, 1972) indicate
that some degree of generalized adaptation may be achieved. The studies of
Graybiel and Knepton (1972) suggest that loss of motion sickness adaptation
after leaving the slowly rotating room has at least two identifiable components:
one which is rotation direction specific and which decays in hours after
cessation of rotation and a second component, non direction specific, which
decays slowly over many days. Hence it seems likely that both environment
specific and generalized adaptation may take place simultaneously, although
perhaps over different timescales. The approach taken by the Soviet Union
in preconditioning cosmonauts to spaceflight by repeatedly exposing them to
a wide variety of visual and vestibular stimuli (Homick, 1980) may be seen
as an attempt to induce generalized adaptation. Their lack of apparent success
suggests that the protection which can be con` rred by this type of adaptation
is usually not absolute. It seems likely that drugs such as scopolamine which
have been demonstrated effective against motion sickness (Wood and Graybiel,
1968) exert their primary action so as to reduce sensivitity to conflict (e.g.
Tmatrix eigenvalue reduction) since they do not appear to influence sensory
or motor function in any dramatic way. Anti-motion sickness drugs do not
confer immunity on all individuals. It would be interesting to know whether
these drugs alter the characteristic dynamics of subjective discomfort and
nausea. Biofeedback techniques are also currently being explored in the US
(Cowing, 1980; Levy et al 1931) and in the Soviet Union (Homick, 1980) to
control symptoms. Although such training is focussed on autonomic functions/
and seems unlikely to influence conflict generation mechanisms per se, to the
extent that it is possible to influence symptom sensitivity to conflict,
symptom production dynamics, or symptom thresholds, such training may
represent a productive approach. It is clearly important that experiments
on motion sickness adaptation, drug effects, and biofeedback be designed so
that sensory/motor adaptative changes (represented here by alterations of
A, B, S, K, C) can be distinguished from adaptive changes in symptom pro-
duction. mechanisms (T, symptom dynamics, thresholds). To accomplish this,
sensory motor performance must be studied simultaneously with symptomatology.
8.	 Without further systematic experimental validation, the motion sickness model
in its present form must be regarded as predominantly heuristic. Although
the model is based on onrimal control and estimation considerations, which, in
other modelling applications, have been dea:onst:ated to successfully predict
aspects of human spatial orientation and manual control, the present model
represents a statement of the conflict hypothesis for motion sickness which,
although widely favo-iod, must be regarded as yet unproven. 	 The present
model is an advance in that it is an analytically concise s-.:cement of a
conflict hypothesis; the model deals successfully with certain inherent
difficulties with the "efference copy" concept; the model postulates and
describes a major dynamic functional role for conflict signals in movement
control as well as in adapt tion; it accounts for the role of active move-
ment in creating motion sickness symptoms in some experimental circumstances
(e.g. weightlessness) and of alleviating them in others (e.g. susceptibility
of pilots vs. passengers). The relationship between motion sickness produced
by "sensory rearrangement" and by external motion disturbances is explicitly
defined; a nonlinear conflict averaging model is proposed which, although
preliminary, describes some important dynamic aspects of experimentally
observed subjective discomfort sensation; the model allows for the possibility
of adaptive mechanisms which do not involve internal model (Neural Store)
updating.
It is hoped that the preliminary model presented here may therefore be useful to
other workers as a means of organizing their knowledge and interelating the results
of different experiments. Such a model is also necessary in order to help define
critical experiments to test the conflict hypothesis for motion sickness in a more
quantitative fashion.
The idea of taking more of a "systems" approach to the study of motion sickness
etiology is appealing. On the other hand, the present model has obvious limitations
in that many physiological mechanisms are only abstractly or functionally repre-
sented. A penalty for this abstraction is that the model, in its present form, can
only be used to describe, and not dynamically predict, adaptive phenomena. Also,
the traditionally trained neurophysiologist may feel that the assumptions required
in formulating the present model seem to take us hopelessly far beyond known
mechanisms associated with individual neurons. We ultimately seek models for
motiun sickness which not only predict its time course, but are physiologically
very descriptive. We can hope that with continued quantitative and systematic
research, mathematical mdoels and neurophysiological understanding of sensory
conflict and motion sickness will converge.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix illustrates how a set of differential equations describing body
sway dynamics may be written in state variable notation.
The first step is to specify the linearized differential equations which
describe the physical And physiological situation at an appropriate level of detail.
The example presented here is that of a human subject standing eyes closed on a
horizontally oscillating platform (Figure 14). Simple models are described below
k
for the inverted pendulum dynamics of the body, semicircular canal afferent res-
ponse to pitching body motion, and utricular otolith response to gravito-inertial
linear acceleration.
1. Body Sway Ryaamics
-The equation of motion nor the in^!erted pendulum dynamics describing body	 '
sway is nonlinear and may be linearized and written as follows:
AA^
	 AA^^	 X
- 
j_b	
- 
I^ - 
h ) 	 + I
m	
- h
e	 (A.1)
eq	 eq	 eq	 eq	 eq
Where
N - subject's body mass
g - gravitational acceleration
h - height of center of mass above ankle joint
I	 - moment of inertia of body about its center of mass
Icg - moment of inertia of body about the ankle joint- I
	
+ I2i`
heq - effective length of body "inverted pendulum"
	
- Icg/Mh
0 e - sway angle of rody; angle between true vertical andfq a line passing through
ankle joint and body center of mass. Nominally zero.
x  - hnrizortal displacement of ankle joint due to platforn motion
Ak - torque about ankle angle per unit ankle stretch angle y opposing body motion.
Results frim passive mechanical characteristics of muscle and connective
tissue, •ani any spinal stretch reflex activity which is tunctionally independent
of supraspinal. control.
torque about ankle angle per unit ankle stretch rate ty
Tm
 - torque about ankle joint actively generated by muscles under suprispinal control;
determined by CNS.
I
i
I
.
6
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Figure 14 - Posture control example of Appendix Y
a - - S ^ + nc	 c	 c (A.3)
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2. Semicircular Canal Dynamics OF POGR QL;h^'
As reviewed by Goldberg and Fernandez (1975), the angular displacement of
endolymph ^(t) is rely d to the angular acceleration of the head ^(t) by a dif-
ferential equation:
-8-8 +^y	 (A.2)
where 9 is the effective moment of inertia of the endolymph, n a viscous damping
couple, and A the elastic r,-storing coefficient of the cupula. Neglecting the
presence of rate sensitive and adaptive dynamics in the transduction and encoding
procesG, the change in afferent discharge rate a
c 
(t) produced bv endolymph notion
W) is here modelled by:
where n  is noise of neural origin, and S c is a neural sensitivity factor (irp ' Ises-
rad/sec).
3.	 Otolith Dynamics
Following Goldberg and Fernandez (1975), the mechanics of the displacement
d0
 of the utricular otolith in response to gravitoinertial linear acceleration
may be described by the equation:
a0 - 0
	
d0 
- 
m0 d 0 + P 
& - d^ - x ]	 (A.4)
M
	
0	 0	 e
where:
m0
 - the effective mass of the otolithic membrane and otoconia
i^0 - otolithic membrane stiffness
B0
 - otolithic membrane damping
LD - difference in density between otolithic membrane and endolymph (about 0.66)
G
Neglecting the dynamics of the transductiro and encoding process, the change in
utricular otolith afferent discharge rate a0 (t) produced by body notion is des-
cribed by
a0 = S060 + n0	 (A.S)
where n0 is noise of neural origin and S O is a neural sensitivity factor.
Additional equationi could be written to describe the dynamics of transduction
and encoding. Other models could be formulated to describe the response of the
saccular otolith, and the information arriving via other sensory modalities.
4.	 State Different ial Equation
The physical system represented by the three models above may be recast into
"state variable" notation by defining the system state vector, x (the "Actual
State"), as a six dimensional column vector:
x
a0
d0
i^
^ 	 and the input vector, u, as a two dimensional column vector:
T
u
X
e
OF POOR QUALITY
,OF POG : . ,	 ,
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Then the set of differential equations representing the system model (A.1, A.2,
and A.4) are simply rewritten in matrix notation in the required form
•	 x	 A x + B u	 where
0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0
Ak +
h -	 - 
Ab	 0	 0	 0	 0
eq	 eq	 eq
0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0
A  + g	 - A 	 - A	 - 
IT
	 0	 0
I	 h	 I	 8	 6
eq	 eq	 eq
0	 0	 0	 0	 C	 1
Ap (g-d) [
	
+ -	 ] -	 0	 0	 — J	 - BO^p
P	 Ieq	 heq	 P Ieq	
m0	 MO
and
A=
0	 0
1	 -1
I	 h
eq	 eq
0	 0
B
1	 -1
I	 h
eq	 eq
0	 0
0	 -AP
P
Note the gravity dependence of many term
i_•
s in the A matrix.	
01,
S.	 Output Equation
By defining
a	 n
$	 c	 and	 n$ _	 c
a0	n0
Equations A.3 and A.S can be combined into a single matrix 'output equation" of the
form a = S x + n  similar to Equation 2 in the text, describing the sensory system
"measurements" sent to the CNS.
0 0 Sc 0	 0 0
S=
0 9 0	 0	 S0 0
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